2002 chevy cavalier dash panel

For more information go to Coverlay is a supplier of quality, affordable interior restora We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Instrument Panel Cover part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results.
Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RC Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of
2 Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured
from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your
rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged
factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Dec 13,
Good product. Exactly what I ordered, durable, flexible and almost Exactly what factory specs
are. Christopher Billiter. Purchased on Dec 04, Oct 22, It provides a good fit to existing dash and
cluster. Would have liked a little more outer edge surface for better contact. Other than that
good product. Purchased on Jun 17, Sep 13, Purchased on Aug 24, Show More. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Chevrolet Cavalier owners have
reported 17 problems related to dashboard crack under the structure category. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of Chevrolet Cavalier based on all problems reported for the Cavalier. The whole front
dash has many cracks in it and appears to be danger since pieces are flying off as I drive. See
all problems of the Chevrolet Cavalier. The contact owns a Chevrolet Cavalier. The contact
stated that the dashboard cracked causing sharp edges. The contact also stated that there were
cracks were near the air bags. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 96, I own a Chevrolet Cavalier with severe
strutural integrity problems relating to the dash board body. The problem is not simply a crack
in the front windshield panel which is common on these cars , but the entire dash is cracking
from within and throughout the body of the dash. After recently removing the top part of the
dash, it was discovered that even the supporting structure around the passanger air bag unit is
cracked and broken away. This could result in a failure of the air bag system. All of the plastic
within the body of the dash is extremely brittle and pieces of plastic actually fall in to the
floorboard while driving sometimes. I am certain that the passanger air bag will not deploy
properly since it is no longer secured correctly and this could pose a serious safety concern for
a passanger in the vehicle in the event of a collision. The contact stated that the dashboard had
three cracks in it which allowed cold air to enter the vehicle. The failure also caused the
windshield to become foggy making visibility poor. There was a crack located on the passenger
side vent on the dashboard and the other two cracks were located in the middle of the
dashboard by the defrost vent which failed to minimize the fog. The manufacturer stated that
the repair cost would be covered but later notified the contact that since the case was closed,
the cost would not be covered. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage
was 72, Windshield cracked without warning- no outside forces eg. Rock in the middle about 12
months ago. Worried about safety bags operating correctly. Know of many other Cavaliers with
same dashboard problem. The dashboard cracked and I still have not been able to get it fixed I
have learned since then that this is a common problem for the Chevrolet Cavaliers and I worry
that if I get into an accident that my airbags wont properly deploy because of the cracked
dashboard. Now my windshield fogs up causing visibility issues because of the leaks caused by
the cracking. Dash board cracked and was replaced once already and needs to be replaced
again and dealers refused. The dashboard is almost completely gone and it starts with a crack
in the middle near windshield and then the whole dash goes even around the heater and radio
area. I firmly believe that this is dangerous since none of the instruments are working properly
now. There is plastic falling off everytime you drive the car and hit the slightest bump in the
road. The top of the dash cracked where it joins into the windshield. The consumer is
concerned that this may cause the air bags to deploy. The dashboard developing cracks without
warning. The dealer states the dash material needs to be replaced. The consumer is concerned
that the airbags will be defected. Please provide additional information. The dashboard
developed cracks without warning. The dealer states the dash material needs be to replaced.
The cause has yet to be determined. The trim around my dashboard continues to crack in the
same place. It has been replaced twice already. Everyone that I know has the same problem with
the same type of vehicle. A friend has a Cavalier with the same damage. My son has a Cavalier,
same damage. My wife has a coworker and I have 2 coworkers that also own Cavaliers, same
damage. I have been told that it is a stress fracture. The consumer stated that the trim around
the dashboard and radio cracked and peeled off. The consumer was afraid that if there was an
accident or if he hit something, in addition to the air bags deploying, pieces of this plastic would
come off, injuring or harming him. The consumer stated he had never seen anything like it. The

strip of plastic that runs behind the dashboard, closest to the windshield cracked right down the
middle. Took it to the dealership and they stated it was probably because of temperature. In
order to fix the crack the entire dash would have to be replaced. I use a protectant on my
interior and a windsheild shade as well when I leave my car parked. The crack is very unsightly
on such a new car and I cannot afford to replace my entire dashboard. Dashboard is cracking
near windshield in the center. Contacted dealer, and dealer glued it into place, but remedy did
not work for long, problem reoccurred. The dash mount on Cavalier cracked in center. Gm
dealer said I cracked it ,but there are 7 more Cavaliers in my work parking lot alone with the
same center crack in the dash mount. Gm treated me very poorly when I reported it, I am not
very happy with the run-a-round , since my father worked 30 years for gm in the willmington DE.
Dashboard cracked in middle about 6 months after I bought in and kept cracking. Called
dealership , who said not a safety issue. Dashboard board collapsed on my Chevrolet Cavalier
,and I have since other cars with the same defect. Can you please look in to this matter thank
you in advance. Car Problems. Dashboard Crack problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 1.
Dashboard Crack problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Dashboard Crack problem of the
Chevrolet Cavalier 3. Dashboard Crack problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 4. Dashboard Crack
problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 5. Dashboard Crack problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 6.
Dashboard Crack problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 7. Dashboard Crack problem of the
Chevrolet Cavalier 8. Dashboard Crack problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 9. Dashboard Crack
problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier Other Common Structure related problems of Chevrolet
Cavalier. Problem Category Number of Problems Body problems Body problems. Structure
problems. Door problems. Frame And Members problems. Trunk Lid problems. Underbody
Shield problems. Frame Rust problems. Door Hinge problems. Roof And Pillar problems. The
car died while my girlfriend was at work. We had to use a jump pack to get it to start and we
bought a new battery. Now none of the gauges work? Gas meter, speedometer, temp gauge,
nothing!! I checked the fuses and they seemed fine but still nothing? The new battery works
great everything works but the gauges. Bradley answered 3 years ago. Is there another fuse I
should look at closer? I checked all the fuses the only one that needed replaced was the
cigarette lighter fuse. And no I didn't cross the jumper cables I've done that before on my old
car and didn't work out. Or take a close look up behind the gauges ,. BooneBB answered about
a year ago. Happens sometimes with Cavalier instrument clusters involving some battery issues
jumping dead battery, reconnecting battery, etc. Electronic panel "gets confused" and needs a
fresh-start reboot. Try pulling the fuses with the ignition "on" but not running. By the way, I also
got a jump from a drained battery. GuruSB answered about a year ago. Guru1S27G answered
about a year ago. Boone bb Thank you work great did the same thing with the fuses, The gages
stopped while driving the car did not do anything with the battery or have a dead battery but the
fuse thing worked perfectly, again thank you. Sarah answered about a year ago. I had the same
problem after my 03 Cav battery died really, really dead. Even after replacing the battery the
gages and electronic panel lights were going insane. I followed your instructions exactly and so
far everything seems back to normal. Thanks again!! Jason answered about a year ago. I have a
cavalier exhibiting the same symptoms. I am going to try this remedy. Let ya'll know how it
worked out. Kenny answered 11 months ago. Gamble78 answered 11 months ago. Thank you
Boone bb!!! See the internet is useful for something other than porn and cat videos!!!
Guru6CKM9 answered 11 months ago. Guru95HT7F answered about a month ago. Rodolfo
answered about a week ago. While driving my chevy cavalier the dash lights all came on and
gauges stopped working and car died now wont start. My model's battery died while i was at
work. I called roadside assistant and got jump started. After they had left I noticed that the theft
system and airbag lights were on and that the gauge My Chevy Cavalier's blower fan wont work
unless I press on the bottom part of where the glove compartment is. When I stretch my legs
while sitting in the passengers seat and press the black rectangl The indecater light of my
battery came on yesturday it is a new battery. I checked the wires they are tight. When I bought
the car it did not have a battery due to it was croted. When I stop at the I have a different car.
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violates our policies. None of my gauges on the dash work after I changed the battery? Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
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Started. Search Chevrolet Cavalier Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Pontiac Sunfire 54 listings. Used Cars For Sale. Orders
ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at
checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the

strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of
passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific
to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a
vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search.
Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model
Search. Shop by Part. Narrow The Number Of Models Shown By Telling Us The Year Filter
Models by Year Year Choose your Chevrolet Model. Chevrolet is a registered trademark of
General Motors Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA
Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
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proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year After I put the dash back together
I realized that the instrument gauge panel LED lights are not turning or dimming using the
dimmer switch. Pushing the dimmer switch all the way up still turns on the dome light, but the
instrument panel remains dark. All of the gauges and warning lights work, just not the backlight.
I've checked the wires on the gauge wiring harness as well as behind the switch an everything
looks OK. I also checked the fuses. Do you. Did it work before you took things apart? Did you
do any testing with a test light or multimeter? Or just visually inspect things. All of these items
are on the same circuit. So if they work, then something is unplugged. Master window switch.
Radio illumination. Instrument panel illumination. HVAC control illumination. Shift indicator
illumination. Was this answer. Yes, it worked before I took thing apart. Keep in mind that I'm not
an electrician nor a mechanic. The only testing I did besides visual inspection was to remove
the wires from the back of the dimmer switch. There were two sets of wires, I crossed one set
and the dome light came on. I crossed the other set and nothing happened I was hoping the
dash would illuminate with full power All of the items on your list work, except for the
Instrument Panel illumination. How does the control for this end up at the dimmer switch? It
looks like the dimmer switch wires join into a larger bundle of wires inside the dash. Should I
take more of the dash apart? I found something online that said the illumination wire for the
radio may be the culprit. Do you know what color it is? The radio wiring harness looks like it
was installed using the cut and splice method, with plastic caps connecting the wires together.
Also FYI, whoever installed the last radio wired it to work with the engine off, so I don' think its
using the illumination function. As a word of warning. You can cause a lot of damage by
crossing wires. It goes into the dash and somewhere close to the connector for the passenger
air bag, The GREY wire branches off in 5 or so different directions. Sending power to all of the
other light bulbs in the dash. So if you have power at the GREY wire that plugs into the
instrument cluster. Then all of the bulbs are burnt out, or there is a problem with the cluster.
Good luck Was this answer. Thanks for the insight, I'll remember not to cross any more wires ;.
Unfortunately I don't have the equipment to test wires for power. Do you know which wire in the
radio harness is responsible for dimming? Should the HVAC control and shift indicator also
dim? It looks like a gray wire also goes to the radio. I'm going to go poke around again in the
car. Well, sometimes when you take a break the problem becomes easier or disappears - the
latter in my case. Very strange. Thanks for the feedback! Donation is yours. Please login or
register to post a reply. Dimmer Switch No Longer Works. Only High Beams Come On My Right
Turn Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Our Address. Kings Mills, OH I have a
Cavalier automatic with a 2. It seems to run fine but I have all kinds of status lights on and they
are worrying. Those three lights come on at random times and go off at random times. Just a
recap on my questions. What do the 3 intermittent lights mean? Can i do anything about the
lights without going to an expensive shop? What is your advice for me? The traction control
and the ABS operate in conjunction with each other making two of your lights redundant. If
what you say is true the wrench light must be faulty. I literally did an oil and oil filter change
yesterday. Do I need to try and use the scan tool when these lights are on? This makes it
impossible to test when those 2 lights are on because they only come on when the engine is
running. I have had times when the brake pedal will shake but not always. To recap my
questions in this reply. Do I need to test when the lights are on? Are the lights on to tell me the
cause of my brake pedal shaking once? If so, why are the lights on almost constantly and the
brake pedal does not always shake? For your car, you should be able to turn the key on, engine
off, and push the gas pedal to the floor three times within five seconds and it might reset that
light. That car is old enough that it might have a reset oil button in the fuse block instead. Your
fuse block could be on either end of the dash board under a cover or it might be in the fuse
block under the hood. Your question regarding the ABS codes depends on your scan tool. If

your scan tool can access the ABS module, then you should be able to get history codes
without the lights actually being on. I will try what you said to reset the wrench light. How do I
access the ABS module? Is it a different plug than the one used by my scan tool under the
dash? I have been reading around and people seem to be telling me to take off each wheel
speed sensor then clean them and test them with an Ohmmeter. So far I have taken off one
2009 dodge caliber owners manual
honda sportrax 400ex wiring diagram
05 chevy silverado radio wiring diagram
sensor, cleaned it, and tested it. Is looking for a change in Ohms a legitimate way to test to see
if the sensor is good? I can easily disconnect each sensor and test them this way if this method
works. But again, I need to know if this is a true test for a faulty sensor. You could either use
ohms, or AC volts. Before testing each one, I would seriously pull back the loom over the wires
all the way back to the subframe and check for breaks. You might consider taking your vehicle
to an auto parts store that can pull ABS codes for you. You really need to start with the code to
solve a problem like that. More info here. February 11, at am Viewing 8 replies - 1 through 8 of 8
total. The wrench light probably signifies that the car is due for an oil change. Thank you, but i
still need help. Anything is appreciated. February 11, at pm February 12, at am All help is highly
Appreciated. February 13, at am February 14, at am EricTheCarGuy Keymaster. You must be
logged in to reply to this topic.

